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Migration, Britain and the World
How has Britain and its role in migration and the  
movement of people impacted other areas of the world?
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Key stage 4 

Use these spaces to note down any evidence you find to answer your  
questions as you investigate the galleries. When you have finished  
investigating your three galleries you can use this information to  
answer the overall question.

Tudor and Stuart Seafarers Gallery -  
What was the impact of European 
exploration and settlement upon the 
Americas?

Atlantic Worlds Gallery –  
How was Africa impacted by 
the Transatlantic Slave Trade?

Traders Gallery -  
How did people in Asia respond to 
the growth of the East India Company?

How has Britain and its role in 
migration and the movement of 
people impacted other areas of the world?
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You will be investigating a question across 3 galleries.  
Working in groups of three find and collect evidence to 
help you to answer your question. 

Migration, Britain and the World
How has Britain and its role in migration and the  
movement of people impacted other areas of the world?

Atlantic Worlds Gallery –  
How was Africa impacted by 
the Transatlantic Slave Trade?

How has Britain and its 
role in migration and the 

movement of people impacted 
other areas of the world?

Tudor and Stuart  
Seafarers Gallery -  
What was the impact of 
European exploration and 
settlement upon the Americas?

Find in the gallery –  
This Yombe funeral effigy 
shows an African figure 
wearing European clothes 
and carrying a gun

Traders Gallery -  
How did people in Asia 
respond to the growth of 
the East India Company?

Find in the Gallery – 
This map made in 1650 
showing the Americas and 
the areas different European 
countries claimed to possess

Find in the Gallery –  
Videos of Wampanoag 
people describing the 
impacts of European 
settlement in the Americas

Find in the Gallery –  
The map of North America 
showing languages of 
indigenous peoples

Find in the 
gallery –  
This carved 
elephant tusk 
showing scenes 
of African life 
and the objects 
around it

Extra Object –  
This map, from an Atlas made in 
1541 shows the limited European 
knowledge of Africa at this time. 
It includes real rules like the 
famous Mansa Musa, emperor 
of Mali, and also fictional ones 
like Prester John who was only a 
legend. Importantly it also shows 
trading posts along the coast

Find in the gallery –  
This figurehead which 
was once thought to 
show Tipu Sultan who 
fought against growing 
British power in India 
It is now thought to 
be Tipu’s attendant

Extra Object –  
This image shows Lascar (South 
Asian) sailors working on a 
British Ship. The work of these 
sailors was essential to Britain

Find in the gallery –  
Painting of Jamsetjee 
Bomanjee, an Indian 
Shipbuilder


